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C-preprocessor (cpp) - C_PP Serial Key is a small and easy to handle preprocessor for C-preprocessor (cpp). The preprocessor is a replacement for the C preprocessor which is part of the C standard. The preprocessor allows to replace text of code in your source files. In C/C++ syntax the replacement text is written between ``'' tags. This implies that it can be executed at compile time.  C-preprocessor
is a replacement for the text of C-preprocessor. C-preprocessor is part of the C standard, C++ parser which is part of the C++ standard is cpp.  Features replace text in your source files. support for C-syntax, #if... else... endif (a.k.a. #ifdef... else... endif). support for #ifdef, #ifndef, #if, #elif, #else, #endif. support for preprocessor directives such as #include, #define and #undef and a #undef is
executed if it appears after its directive. text matching with the patterns. #include of C-header-files with inclusions of their sub-directories. #include of C-header-files with an exclusion of their sub-directories. #include of C-header-files with a replacement of their content by the contents of their translated versions. #include of header-files with an exclusion of their sub-directories. no special treatment
for include and include_next directives, #include and #include_next directives are seen as they are by the compiler. support for macros. the replacement is replaced by its definition or expanded to the defined value. If it
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A free C++ preprocessor, c_pp, which is based on the original c_pp as a basis, is presented. This compiler uses the powerful ANTLR v3 parser generator. This parser generator is based on the classical C grammar, but generates a lot of C++ grammar. The parser is integrated in a shell script (similar to lex and yacc) and is executed by a CppReader. The parser is used for the c_pp, the output is printed
to the console. The parser is also used by the Java 8 parser. The c_pp.exe is compiled using the CC-CLAN project. It is possible to use the preprocessed text of the C_PP application for the construction of the c/c++ source code of your own programs. The C_PP application was designed to be a program for testing C preprocessor directives. You can replace the text in the upper window with c/c++
code. As examples a lot of macros are listed in the combobox. If you execute the preprocessor then with the button in the toolbar, the preprocessed text appears in the lower output window. C++ files can be remodeled into the preprocessed form with c_pp, like they are "seen" by the compiler: Preprocessor directives are removed, include files are included, definitions are replaced, not defined areas
are removed and macros are expanded. In contrast to existing preprocessors of the different compiler manufacturers, c_pp does not only create an intermediate sequence of tokens, but a real text. The name "c_pp" stands for C-preprocessor. The underscore distinguishes the name from a Cplusplus parser also existing with the name "Cpp". The original version of this C++ preprocessor was developed
to prepare the translation of a company software written in C++ into Java. So it wasn't the aim to produce a general preprocessor, which copes with all possible tricks of preprocessor Meta programming. The aim was rather pragmatic: The preprocessor directives should be replaced from the finite number of files in a way which maintained the meaning of these directives. - "real" C++ constants were
inserted in the code for defined constants - quite a number of macros were not resolved but replaced by functions - comments were left in the code - headers of the system files and library files were not included. Their contents should be substituted by their java
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System Requirements For C_PP:

OS: Windows 10, Windows 8.1, Windows 7, Windows Vista, Windows XP with Service Pack 3 Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo, AMD Athlon 64, Intel Pentium 4 or equivalent. Memory: 2 GB RAM Hard Disk Space: 8 GB available space Graphics Card: Nvidia GTX 460 or equivalent with WDDM 1.4 driver or AMD HD 5770 or equivalent with WDDM 1.3 driver Internet Connection: Broadband
Internet connection Mouse: Mouse with scroll wheel and at least 2 buttons
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